bolt that drops into a bracket secured into wall. Thus, main door
will not open because of bar door behind it, and cannot kick in.
CHAIN LOCKS. Add these inside house entry doors. Home
improvement stores have parts so you can make them any length,
with heavy duty bracket and hook fixtures to join wall and door.
DECORATIVE WROUGHT IRON over windows in doors.
Because out of fashion, can be found free or cheap at recycle
center. For direct on the windows, try reflective and one-way
mirror foil. In or out, vinyl sunscreen looks dark from outside, yet
from inside house you can see clearly through it. Privacy screen
and vinyl sheets.
MOTION LIGHTS, SENSORS, ALARMS. Use a mix of electrical
and battery operated. Try WIRELESS DOORBELLS than chime
an alert to you anywhere in house or away from home, when
anyone approaches any exterior door - front or rear or side.
SECURITY CAMERAS. Wired to computer or video recorder,
and wireless with recording. See motion sensor sprinkler below.
FAKE DECALS FOR SECURITY MANAGEMENT.
Fake signs, notices, decals attached to doors and windows have
same effect as the real deal of paying for a monthly service - they
deter criminals who do not want to risk getting caught. These
decals cost about a dime on web at online stores like Ebay.
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WASP SPRAY shoots about 30 feet a hard stream of eye and
skin burning liquid. Good to handy behind front
door and in garage as can defend against an attacker from a
distance and continue spritzing as they run away.

RAT TRAPS, large or steel ones with pincers, at places where
thugs jump over at gate or low fence. Add no food to avoid birds.
Pets and kids cannot play here since when released the traps
provide a skin breaking whack, pincers enter muscles, nails and
tacks cause tetanus.
Besides animal traps, think PLANTS that prick, sting, stab, and
otherwise hurtful.
XMAS GLOBES, the shiny mirror finish ones, hung out of reach
near entryways gives impression of someone menacingly looking
back, namely the unwelcome guest. Same with small convex
mirrors placed around house and reflecting outward so thieves
can get a glimpse of themselves.
AUTOMATIC SPRINKLERS - after normal use, use a motion
sensor to set them to shoot water into air when anyone
approaches at night inside the yard.
HERO FIGURES like spiderman, hulk, and other justice exacting
toys, made of plastic or plaster in the yard, out of the way yet
visible from gate, have a stopping effect. They remind criminals
of certain retribution. Joker eyes found on masks where the eyes
seem to watch and move with the viewer have a security use on
porch, patio, above garage door, even nailed to trees. Even a
glossy photo or postercard of a police van will give pause!
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TOY RIFLES laid a little ways from and pointed at gate or hung
as a fixture in open garage door can act as a warning. Most folk
may see them as cute, while thugs see them as scary suggesting
harm will come to themselves. Same with toy handcuffs.

